WE EMPOWER AND ENGAGE PHILANTHROPY TO DRIVE CLIMATE ACTION ACROSS EUROPE AND BEYOND
In Europe, there are over 147,000 registered public benefit foundations active in the fields of...

- Health
- Arts & culture
- Youth
- Socio-economic development
- Science & research

... & much more
Our ambition is to create A POWERFUL MOVEMENT for change to MOBILISE PHILANTHROPY across Europe and beyond to address THE CLIMATE CRISIS as a CROSS-CUTTING SOCIETAL ISSUE.
Our vision

All foundations commit to meaningful climate action

Philanthropy enables catalytic and transformational changes across societies in Europe and beyond

Philea is a thought-leader for climate & philanthropy
All foundations commit to meaningful climate action

• We communicate the urgency and relevance of climate for foundations of all types.
• We provide a platform for foundations to share why and how they have integrated a climate lens.
• We champion and develop the #PhilanthropyForClimate movement – a framework for foundation climate action
• We support implementation through capacity-building and peer exchange
• Philanthropy infrastructure organisations (PIOs) are critical multipliers and accelerators who can strengthen our impact across Europe
• We empower Philea’s national association members and the PEXcommunity to encourage and support climate action across the philanthropy ecosystem
We are building partnerships between the philanthropy sector and policymakers on the topic of climate change (e.g. EU climate pact).

We engage with the philanthropy research community to deepen our impact.

We strengthen our work through collaboration with key partners (e.g. WINGS, WRI, Active Philanthropy).

Philanthropy enables catalytic and transformational changes across societies.
Our network

PEX Community

Our partners: Alliance Magazine, Anne Monier, European Commission, F20, Hour is Late, WRI

Advisory Board

Climate philanthropy networks: ECF, Clean Air Fund etc.

WINGS

Our funders

Philea team

Philea NA members active on climate

Philea NA members

Over 400 European #PhilanthropyFor Climate signatories

Philea foundation members

Active Philanthropy

European Philanthropy Coalition for Climate
Our funders and partners

Initiated & funded by

Carasso Daniel & Nina
Fondation sous l’égide de la Fondation de France

Laudes Foundation

STIFTUNG MERCATOR

IKEA Foundation

Robert Bosch Stiftung

Hosted & facilitated by

Co-created with

Philea | Philanthropy Europe Association

PEXcommunity

Active Philanthropy

European Philanthropy Coalition for Climate
Get involved

Subscribe to our weekly newsletter

Sign a climate commitment

Champion the #PhilanthropyForClimate movement

Support the European Philanthropy Coalition for Climate
Contact us

Karalyn Gardner

Project Coordinator
karalyn.gardner@philea.eu

www.climatephilanthropy.eu
Philea – Philanthropy Europe Association
Philanthropy House | Rue Royale 94 | 1000 Brussels
#PhilanthropyForClimate